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The velocity distributions of the laser-induced desorption of NO molecules from an epitaxially
grown ﬁlm of NiO(100) on Ni(100) have been studied [Mull et al., J. Chem. Phys., 1992, 96,
7108]. A pronounced bimodality of velocity distributions has been found, where the NO
molecules desorbing with higher velocities exhibit a coupling to the rotational quantum states J.
In this article we present simulations of state resolved velocity distributions on a full ab initio
level. As a basis for this quantum mechanical treatment a 4D potential energy surface (PES) was
constructed for the electronic ground and a representative excited state, using a NiO5Mg18+
13
cluster. The PESs of the electronic ground and an excited state were calculated at the CASPT2
and the conﬁguration interaction (CI) level of theory, respectively. Multi-dimensional quantum
wave packet simulations on these two surfaces were performed for diﬀerent sets of degrees of
freedom. Our key ﬁnding is that at least a 3D wave packet simulation, in which the desorption
coordinate Z, polar angle y and lateral coordinate X are included, is necessary to allow the
simulation of experimental velocity distributions. Analysis of the wave packet dynamics
demonstrates that essentially the lateral coordinate, which was neglected in previous studies
[Klüner et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 1998, 80, 5208], is responsible for the experimentally observed
bimodality. An extensive analysis shows that the bimodality is due to a bifurcation of the wave
packet on the excited state PES, where the motion of the molecule parallel to the surface plays a
decisive role.

1. Introduction
The understanding of simple photochemical reactions on
surfaces can provide insight into complex phenomena such
as photocatalysis, atmospheric chemistry and solar energy
conversion. However, a detailed mechanistic study of surface
photochemistry necessitates a signiﬁcant reduction of complexity with respect to the reaction under investigation. In this
respect, laser-induced desorption of small molecules from
surfaces is a well studied phenomenon as it represents the
simplest surface photochemical reaction.1–4 Despite its apparent simplicity, basic mechanistic questions are still controvera
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sial. In particular, the origin of bimodal velocity distributions
occurring in UV laser-induced desorption experiments of NO
from NiO(100) (cf. Fig. 1) has been the subject of detailed
theoretical investigations in recent years.5–7 In fact, a bifurcation of a wave packet on a 2D excited state ab initio PES was
proposed to be the origin of this bimodality as revealed by
stochastic quantum dynamical studies.5 However, no pronounced bimodality was found in a recent semi-classical study
in which the 2D ab initio PES was empirically extended up to
seven degrees of freedom. Additionally, a late desorption
channel was obtained which could not be observed in earlier
studies due to limited simulation time.6,7
In contrast to this, we will demonstrate in the present study
that a bifurcation of a wave packet on the excited state PES is in
fact the mechanistic origin of the aforementioned bimodality.
Our study is based on high quality ab initio PESs for the ground
and excited electronic states involved in the desorption process.
These PESs were constructed by considering four degrees of
freedom. The model and the construction of the PESs will be
presented in section 2. Section 3.1 discusses the methods used
for the simulation. The results of the subsequent stochastic
wave packet calculations, which are presented in section 3.2, 3.3
and 3.4, provide a detailed picture of the nuclear dynamics of
the desorption process and reveal the limited accuracy of
empirical PES. Section 4 concludes this article.
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Fig. 1 Experimental velocity distributions of vibrationally (v00 ) and
rotationally (J00 ) excited NO molecules after laser-induced desorption
from NiO(100), obtained from resonance enhanced multiphoton
ionisation (REMPI) spectroscopy.4 For a given J00 (left side) a
decoupling of translation and vibration is found, while for a given
v00 (right side) a coupling of rotation and translation is observed for
molecules desorbing with high velocities (fast channel).

2. Potential energy surfaces
2.1.

Model and method of calculation

cluster,
To represent the NiO(100) surface, a NiO5Mg18+
13
embedded in a Madelung ﬁeld of 2906 point charges, was
used. The point charge ﬁeld (PCF) was constructed with point
charges of 2e and simulates the long range Coulomb interaction between the crystal bulk and the adsorbate system. The
geometry of the NiO5Mg18+
cluster was adapted from the
13
ideal rock salt structure of bulk NiO with a lattice constant of
4.18 Å.8
While the NiO5Mg18+
cluster was assumed to be rigid, four
13
degrees of freedom of the NO molecule were considered in our
simulations, cf. Fig. 2: (i) the desorption coordinate Z, i.e. the
distance between the NiO surface and the center of mass of
NO; (ii) the lateral coordinate X, describing the motion of the
center of mass of the NO molecule along the Ni–Ni surface
diagonal; (iii) the polar angle y between the NO bond and the
surface normal (for y = 01 the NO bond is perpendicular to
the surface with the N atom on top of the surface); and (iv) the
azimuthal angle f between the NO bond and the Ni–Ni
surface line (for f = 01 and y = 901 the NO bond is in-line
with the Ni–Ni line). Note that in the present study the polar
angle y is deﬁned diﬀerently from that in ref. 5 where a change
in the polar tilt angle a was combined with a change in the
center of mass of the NO molecule.
Because the NO vibration has been found to be decoupled
from translation (see Fig. 1), the NO bond length was ﬁxed at
the value RNO = 1.170 Å which corresponds to the adsorption
minimum and agrees well with previous theoretical calculations.9
The electronic ground state of NO/NiO5Mg18+
is a doublet
13
state10 technically derived from antiferromagnetic coupling of
two unpaired 3d Ni electrons in the cluster with the single
This journal is
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Fig. 2 Minimum energy geometry of NO on the NiO5Mg18+
cluster
13
in the ground state. The PCF used is not shown.

unpaired electron of the NO molecule. To construct an
appropriate molecular orbital space the complete active space
self-consistent ﬁeld (CASSCF) method was used.11,12 The (3,3)
active space consists of the 3d(z2) and 3d(x2y2) orbitals of Ni
and the NO 2p*(z) antibonding orbital and contains three
electrons (see for instance active orbitals for the adsorption
minimum, Fig. 3). In addition, dynamic electron correlation
eﬀects were treated perturbatively by means of CASPT2
calculations.13,14
Note that in our NiO5Mg18+
cluster model all but the
13
central Ni atom were approximated by Mg atoms. In order
to test the validity of the PES along the lateral coordinate X
calculations with a larger cluster containing two Ni atoms
were carried out. Fig. 4 shows the ground state potential along
X for the NiO5Mg18+
and the Ni2O8Mg24+
model. Since the
13
18
two potential energy curves are in good agreement for all X
this result justiﬁes the use of the NiO5Mg18+
model for the
13
calculation of the PESs for the electronic ground and excited
states along all four degrees of freedom.
A number of electronic excited states might be involved in
the DIET (desorption induced by electronic transition) process, possibly at the same time.10 In the present study only the
energetically lowest charge transfer state, with one electron
transferred from the cluster to the 2p* orbitals of the NO
molecule resulting in an NO(NiO+)-like intermediate,15 was
considered. Furthermore, only ferromagnetic coupling of
three unpaired electrons in the cluster and two unpaired

Fig. 3 Active molecular orbitals of the NO–NiO5Mg18+
PCF from
13
CASSCF(3,3) for the adsorption minimum in the ground state.
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Table 1 Basis sets used for the quantum chemical calculations
Atom type
Standard
basis
Ni, Wachters
(14s9p5d) h9s6p4di

Extentions
Ground
state

Excited
state

+s(z = 0.35)
+p(z = 0.25)

+s(z = 0.35)

+d(z = 0.15)
+2  f(z = 2.1; 0.7)

Fig. 4 Ground state PES of NO on the NiO5Mg18+
(ﬁlled squares)
13
and Ni2O8Mg24+
18 cluster (circles) for Z = 2.32 Å, f = 01 and y = 581.
The inset shows NO on the Ni2O8Mg24+
cluster.
18

electrons in the NO anion was considered, giving rise to a
sextet state. Previous studies imply that the consideration of
only one representative excited state is a reasonable approximation due to the topological similarity of various charge
transfer states of the NO–NiO(100) system.10
To optimize the occupied molecular orbitals for the chosen
charge transfer state a modiﬁcation of the conventional SCF
scheme was needed which is not suitable to obtain an appropriate description of the NO anion at the technically positively
charged cluster. For this reason the 3s Ni orbital obtained for
the electronic ground state had its occupation ﬁxed to one and
was frozen so as to allow all other orbitals to relax. The
electronic excited state was then derived by means of the
valence conﬁguration interaction (VCI) method with the
active space consisting of 16 oxygen 2sp orbitals in the top
most cluster layer and the 3d orbitals of Ni, and a valence
space of NO (3s, 4s, 5s, 1p and 2p*orbitals). In addition only
those electronic conﬁgurations were allowed which exactly
correspond to the proposed charge transfer scheme, i.e. the
oxygen orbitals of the cluster disgorge one electron which is
added to the valence space of the NO molecule. In this way a
wave function was obtained for the technically highly excited
electronic state according to the intended physical nature of
this state but without any further restrictions (like for instance
the locality of the electron hole in the cluster).
The basis sets used were at least of triple-z quality (see Table
1 for details). Augmenting diﬀuse and polarization functions
were chosen in such a way as to ensure that all important
interaction components are properly covered by the applied
quantum chemical methods, whilst keeping computational
costs maintainable. All CASSCF/CASPT2 calculations for
the electronic ground state were performed using the MOLCAS 5.4 package.16 Results for the excited (charge transfer)
state were obtained using the Bochum suite of ab initio
programs.17–20
2.2.

Calculated potential energy surfaces

In the minimum energy geometry of the electronic ground
state the N atom of the NO molecule is located on top of
1586 | Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2006, 8, 1584–1592

O (Cluster),
Huzinaga
(9s5p) - h6s3pi

+s,p(z = 0.1; 0.1)

+s,p(z = 0.1; 0.1)

Mg

(10s6p) - h2s1pib

Pseudo-potentials
(Stoll)

N, Huzinaga
(9s5p) - h6s3pi

+s(z = 0.0576)
+p(z = 0.0491)
+3  d(z = 0.9;
0.3; 0.1)
+f(z = 0.3)

+s(z = 0.0576)
+p(z = 0.0491)
+2  d(z = 1.654;
0.469)

O(NO), Huzinaga
(9s5p) - h6s3pi

+s(z = 0.0738)
+p(z = 0.0597)
+3  d(z = 1.2; 0.4;
0.15)
+f(z = 0.4)

+s(z = 0.0738)
+p(z = 0.0597)
+2  d(z = 2.314;
0.645)

a

+d(z = 0.4)

a

For the oxygen ions in the uppermost surface layer only.
nents and contraction coeﬃcients optimized for Mg2+.

b

Expo-

the Ni2+ cation with a N–Ni bonding distance of 1.99 Å. The
NO molecule is tilted by y = 581 from the surface normal
and is in-line with the Ni–Ni line of the NiO surface (f = 01),
see Fig. 2.
These ab initio results agree with recent experimental values
of y = 591 21 for the bonding angle and 1.88  0.02 Å21,22 for
the N–Ni length. For the minimum energy geometry a counterpoise corrected23 NO cluster adsorption energy of 0.34
eV24 was obtained at CASPT2 level which underestimates the
experimental bond strength of 0.57  0.04 eV25 due to the
limited cluster size, the ﬁnite one-particle basis and the approximate treatment of electron correlation. For a detailed
discussion on the eﬀect of the basis functions and cluster size
on the adsorption energy the reader is referred to ref. 9.
On the excited state PES the energetic minimum is located at
a smaller NO surface distance (Z = 2.12 Å) than the minimum
of the ground state potential (Z = 2.32 Å). Furthermore, the
NO species in the excited state prefers an almost horizontal
position on the surface (y = 881), where the O atom of the NO
is pointing towards the central Ni atom (f = 01) and the
center of mass of NO is shifted along the lateral coordinate
near the central point of the Ni–Ni surface diagonal
(X = 1.32 Å).
These ﬁndings complement previous studies, in which the
lateral translation coordinate X and the azimuthal angle f had
been neglected.5 The fact that the energetic minimum of the
excited state PES lies at a shorter Z than in the ground state
PES would lead to an Antoniewicz-like26 desorption mechanism in the case of a 1D model (i.e. V(Z)), but due to the high
dimensionality of the actual PES the mechanism turns out to
be more complex.
This journal is
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Table 2 Geometrical parameters for the minimum energy conﬁguration of the ground and an excited state on ﬁtted PESs
Fit coordinates

Z/Å

y/1

f/1

X/Å

Ground state
Z, y, f
Z, y, X

2.28
2.28

60
66

0
0 (ﬁxed)

0.54 (ﬁxed)
0.58

Excited state
Z, y, f
Z, y, X

2.33
2.17

114
99

180
0 (ﬁxed)

0.54 (ﬁxed)
1.32

3. Quantum dynamics
3.1.

Propagation method

The nuclear dynamics on the PESs of the electronic ground (g)
and excited (e) state were simulated by multi-dimensional
wave packet calculations on the basis of the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation
i
Fig. 5 2D cuts of the 4D PESs for the electronic ground state (left)
and an excited state (right). FC indicates the Franck–Condon point.

2.3.

Fit functions

More than 4000 energy data points were obtained from singlepoint calculations for the ground state along the four coordinates Z, X, y and f. Almost twice as many data points were
produced to represent the excited state. Using these ab initio
data 3D PESs were constructed using the following analytical
expression:
Vg;e ðZ; y; kÞ ¼

a
 b
f f ðe þ e2 Þ 2 þ 1  þ g;
i¼1 1 2 1
Z
Z

Xmi

where
f1 ðyÞ ¼

f2 ðkÞ ¼

Xml
l¼0

Xml

e1 ðZÞ ¼

e2 ðZÞ ¼

l¼0

ail ðcosl ½y  a0il  þ a00il Þ;
bil ðcosl ½k  b0il  þ b00il Þ;

Xmj
j¼1

Xmj
j¼1

gij exp½g0ij ðZ  g00ij Þ;

hij exp½h0ij ðZ  h00ij Þ2 ;

ð2:1Þ

with k being either f or X. Vg and Ve represent the electronic
ground and an excited state, respectively.
The parameters a, b, g, ail, a0il, a00il, bil, b0il, b00il, gij, g0ij, g00ij, hij, h0ij,
00
hij have been ﬁtted to the calculated energy data points by
means of the standard Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm.27 2D
cuts of the 4D PES for the ground and electronic excited state
are shown in Fig. 5.
The geometrical parameters for the energetic minimum of
the ground and excited state PES are collected in Table 2.
This journal is
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@Cg;e ðZ; y; f; X; tÞ
^ g;e ðZ; y; f; XÞCg;e ðZ; y; f; X; tÞ:
¼H
@t
ð3:2Þ

The molecular Hamiltonian Ĥg,e of the NO molecule is given
by


1 @
@
1 @2
^ g;e ðZ; y; f; XÞ ¼  1
siny
þ
H
@y sin2 @f2
2mR2NO siny @y

 2  
 2 
1
@
1
@


2M
2M
@Z2
@X 2
þ Vg;e ðZ; y; f; XÞ;
ð3:3Þ
with the total mass M, the reduced mass m and the bond
distance RNO of the NO molecule. In our quantum dynamical
simulations the time evolution operator was approximated by
the second order split-operator method by Feit and Fleck28
using time steps of 10 or 50 
h/Eh for propagation on the
excited and ground state potential, respectively. In order to
check the numerical results of the observables of interest the
Chebychev propagator29 was used as an accurate reference.
The initial state of our simulations was the energetically lowest
rovibrational eigenfunction C0 of the electronic ground state
PES. To model the substrate mediated excitation of the
NO–NiO system C0 was transferred vertically onto the excited
state potential where it was propagated for speciﬁc residence
times tn. The desorption process was simulated by a vertical
transfer of the wave packet back onto the ground state
potential, where it was propagated until a ﬁnal time tf. Here
a ﬁnal propagation time of tf = 10 ps was suﬃcient to ensure
convergence for asymptotic observables of each quantum
trajectory. The part of the wave packet in the far asymptotic
region of the ground state potential corresponds to desorbed
NO molecules. State resolved velocity distributions were obtained from momentum space probability densities in the
asymptotic region for each rotational state J. This analysis
was done by separating the wave packet in the asymptotic
Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2006, 8, 1584–1592 | 1587

region by multiplying it by a smooth transfer function
ftrans ¼

1
1 þ exp½aðZ  Z0 Þ

Table 3
studies

ð3:4Þ

according to the grid change technique of Heather and
Metiu.30 In order to describe an ensemble of molecules in a
dissipative scenario the incoherent average scheme for diﬀerent residence times tn of N quantum trajectories proposed by
Gadzuk31 was applied. In this method, the expectation values
or distributions of desired observables
A(t;tn) = hCdes(t;tn)|Â|Cdes(t;tn)i

(3.5)

are averaged with an exponential factor using the following
equation:
N
P

Aðt; tÞ ¼ n¼1




tn

Aðt; tn Þexp  t
N
P
n¼1

 
exp ttn

:

ð3:6Þ

Here Cdes denotes the desorbed part of the wave packet which
is located in the asymptotic region. The resonance time t is the
only empirical parameter. A resonance lifetime t of 48.4 fs
(2000 h/Eh) has been used resulting in desorption probabilities
comparable to experimental ﬁndings.32 This jumping wave
packet scenario is the simplest way to treat electronic relaxation which turns out to be a coupling of the adsorbate–substrate system to a bath of electron–hole pairs within the
framework of dissipative quantum dynamics. Convergence
of the Gadzuk averaging was obtained for N = 83 quantum
trajectories, i.e. residence times of tn = (120 + 120i)
h/Eh with
i = 0,1,2,. . .,N1. The parameters for the wave packet
propagations are given in Table 3.
3.2.

Excited state dynamics

Fig. 6 shows the expectation values of the desorption coordinate hZi, the lateral coordinate hXi, the polar angle hyi and the
azimuthal angle hfi as a function of the residence time tn for
the wave packet evolving on the excited state potential. Two
2D wave packet simulations, including Z and either y or X,
and two 3D wave packet simulations, including Z, y, and
either X or f, were considered.
Fig. 6a presents the expectation value of the desorption
coordinate hZi. Even though the energetic minimum of the
excited state potential is located at a shorter Z than the
minimum of the ground state, in all four wave packet simulations the expectation value hZi of the desorption coordinate
initially increases until a residence time of tn E 85 fs.
This initial increase in hZi can be understood by looking at
the Franck–Condon points in the 2D cuts of the excited state
potential, see Fig. 5. The topology of the excited state PES in
the region of Z > 5.2 a0 forces the wave packet to eventually
move back towards the surface for tn > 100 fs. Here, a more
pronounced decrease in hZi is observed for the wave packet
simulations which included the lateral coordinate X (3D(Z, y,
X) and 2D(Z, X)). Since the lateral coordinate X is of major
importance for the bimodal characteristics in the velocity
distribution, as will be shown in section 3.3, this means that
the laser excitation leads to a pronounced motion of the NO
1588 | Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2006, 8, 1584–1592

Numerical parameters used in the quantum wave packet

Constants
Mass of NO molecule
Moment of inertia of NO molecule
Reduced mass of NO molecule
Internal N–O distance

M
I
m
r0

54 697.7686 me
66 552.9811 mea02
13 614.1342 me
2.21 a0

Z-Grid
Start
End
Number of grid points
Grid spacing
Maximum momentum
Momentum resolution

Zmin
Zmax
NZ
DZ
kzmax
DkZ

3.0 a0
16.0 a0
256
0.051 a0
61.6 h/a0
0.48 h/a0

Grid change
Center of transfer function
Width of transfer function
Grid start
Grid end
Grid points
Grid spacing
Maximum momentum
Momentum resolution

Z0
a
Z2min
Z2max
N2Z
DZ2
k2zmax
DkZ2

13.5 a0
6.0 a0
11.16 a0
17.63 a0
128
0.051 a0
61.62 h/a0
0.96 h/a0

X-Grid
Start
End
Number of grid points
Grid spacing
Maximum momentum
Momentum resolution

Xmin
Xmax
NX
DX
kxmax
DkX

2.789 95 a0
2.789 95 a0
128
0.044 a0
71.5 h/a0
1.117 h/a0

y-Grid
Start
End
Number of grid points
Maximum rotational state

ymin
ymax
Ny
Jmax

01
1801
80
79

f-Grid
Start
End
Number of grid points
Maximum rotational state

fmin
fmax
Ny
Jmax

01
3601
159
79

Dt
Dt

10 h/Eh
50 h/Eh

Dtn
N
t

120 h/Eh
83
400 000 h/Eh

Propagation
Time step (excited state)
Time step (ground state)
Spacing of excited state
Lifetime grid
Number of quantum trajectories
Total propagation time

molecule along the desorption coordinate in the electronically
excited state. As can be seen from the wave packet simulations
(excluding X) with and without the azimuthal angle f (3D(Z,
y, f) and 2D(Z, y)) the omission of f has only little inﬂuence
on the expectation value hZi. This is due to the weak f
gradients, cf. Fig. 5. Thus, f should be of minor importance
and we would also expect to ﬁnd a pronounced oscillation in
hZi in the case of a 4D treatment including Z, y, X and f.
Fig. 6b illustrates the expectation value of the lateral
coordinate X. In the range of 0 o tn o 50 fs the change in
hXi is about 0.8 a0. This strong dynamics clearly points to the
importance of this coordinate. Furthermore, the polar angle y
has only a small inﬂuence on hXi.
This journal is
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Fig. 6 Expectation values of the rovibrational ground state wave
packet C0 evolving on the electronically excited state PES. The insets
show the expectation values of (a) the desorption coordinate Z, (b) the
lateral coordinate X, (c) the polar angle y and (d) the azimuthal
angle f.

Inspection of Fig. 6c reveals that the wave packet simulations show diﬀerent characteristics in the expectation value of
the polar angle hyi depending on the inclusion of the lateral
coordinate X. By excluding X from the simulation, hyi decreases until tn E 150 fs, whereas in the 3D(Z, y, X) case hyi
increases and then starts to oscillate around hyi E 901, which
means that the NO molecule prefers an almost horizontal
position on the excited state PES. This is in contrast to
previous studies from Klüner et al.5 in which the lateral
coordinate has been omitted. The azimuthal angle f has only
a small eﬀect on the dynamics as can be seen from the 2D(Z, y)
and 3D(Z, y, f) studies.
As both PESs involved in the desorption process are symmetric with respect to the azimuthal angle f = 1801, the
expectation value hfi remains constant during the simulation,
see Fig. 6d.
3.3.

Velocity distributions

The lifetime averaged velocity distributions for selected rotational quantum numbers J are presented in Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b
for the 3D(Z, y, X) and 3D(Z, y, f) study, respectively, using a
This journal is
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Fig. 7 Averaged velocity distributions for a resonance lifetime t =
48.4 fs (2000 h/Eh) and rotational quantum states J = 0, 5, 10, 15, 20.
(a) The 3D(Z, y, X) study exhibits bimodal velocity distributions in
which the fast desorption channel is coupled to the rotational quantum
states J as indicated by the solid line (adapted from ref. 24). (b) In the
3D(Z, y, f) study no bimodal characteristics can be observed in the
velocity distributions.

representative resonance lifetime of t = 48.4 fs (2000 
h/Eh).
Pronounced bimodal characteristics in the velocity distributions are observed if the lateral coordinate X is included in the
3D wave packet studies.24 If the lateral coordinate X is not
accounted for, the ﬁnal velocity distributions exhibit only one
rather unstructured peak in the range of 0–1200 m s1, see Fig.
7b. Inclusion of X yields a pronounced bimodality with a slow
desorption channel at about 300–400 m s1 and a fast desorption channel at 1300–1600 m s1. This is in good agreement
with the experimental velocity distributions (Fig. 1), in which a
slow desorption channel is observed in the range of about
200–500 m s1 and a fast desorption channel in the range of
about 1200–1600 m s1.4,33
Two discrepancies can be observed between the experimental results and our theoretical calculations. First, the coupling
between the fast desorption channel and the rotational quantum states J and second the correlation between the rotational
quantum states J and the intensities of the fast and slow
desorption channel are reversed. In a former study 5 the
correct coupling between the rotational quantum states J
and the fast desorption channel was found. This is possibly
due to a cancellation of errors, since only two degrees of
Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2006, 8, 1584–1592 | 1589

Fig. 8 Final velocity distributions for a representative residence time
tn = 134 fs (5520 
h/Eh) for the rotational quantum state J = 14 after
turning oﬀ the y and X gradients in the excited state (solid line) or
ground state (dashed line) PES (adapted from ref. 24).

freedom, i.e. the desorption coordinate Z and the polar angle
y, were considered. In the present study the incorrect coupling
of rotation and translation may be due to the omission of
other degrees of freedom, such as the azimuthal angle f, which
contributes to the rotational quantum state. The eﬀect of the
azimuthal angle f on the distinctive features of the velocity
distributions is currently investigated in 4D studies and should
give insight into the origin of the discussed problems.
To elucidate the origin of bimodal velocity distributions we
performed additional calculations in which the gradients of
either the excited or ground state potential are set to zero for
both the lateral coordinate X and polar angle y. As an
example, a characteristic quantum trajectory, with a residence
time of tn = 134 fs, is considered. These calculations show that
a bimodal distribution is only observed if the X and y
gradients of the excited state PES are non-zero with a slow
and a fast desorption channel being in the same velocity range
as in the full treatment, see dashed line in Fig. 8. Evidently, the
dynamics on the excited state PES is responsible for the
observed bimodality.
In order to improve our understanding on the microscopic
scale, an extensive analysis of the time evolution of the initial
wave packet on the excited state PES was performed. Two 2D
contour plots of this wave packet and the velocity distribution
at tn = 134 fs are shown in Fig. 9. As can be seen in Fig. 9a,
after a residence time of tn = 134 fs, the wave packet in the
excited state is moving towards the surface and the velocity
distribution exhibits bimodal characteristics. Close examination of the 2D contour plots of the wave packet in Fig. 9b and
c proves that the wave packet is divided at Z E 4.15 a0 into
two partial wave packets separated by the lateral coordinate
X. This is caused by the topology of the excited state PES
leading to two pathways for the wave packet. Because the two
partial wave packets diﬀer in their surface distance Z they will
result in a bimodal velocity distribution after relaxation to the
ground state and dissociation. This is, of course, only valid if
the ground state PES has very little or no inﬂuence on the
shape of the wave packet in momentum space after relaxation
1590 | Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2006, 8, 1584–1592

Fig. 9 (a) Velocity distribution of the wave packet on the excited state
PES for a speciﬁc residence time tn = 134 fs (5520 h/Eh) and rotational
quantum number J = 0. Insets (b) and (c) show 2D contour plots of
the wave packet on the excited state PES after a residence time
tn = 134 fs.

as can be deduced from results presented in Fig. 8. Note that
the velocity distribution of the chosen quantum trajectory with
a residence time of tn = 134 fs is weighted in the Gadzuk
averaging by approximately the same amount as the velocity
distribution for tn = 48.4 fs (resonance lifetime t = 48.4 fs)
due to the increase in the desorption yield for tn > 100 fs, see
Fig. 10 and the discussion in section 3.4.
Naturally, the choice of the resonance lifetime, which is the
only empirical parameter in our calculation, has an inﬂuence
on the bimodal characteristics of the 3D(Z, y, X) wave packet
study. For resonance lifetimes of less than 24 fs (1000 
h/Eh) no
bimodality can be observed, whereas the velocity distributions
exhibit only one channel in the same range as the slow
desorption channel with the resonance lifetime t = 48.4 fs.
With resonance lifetimes of greater than 24 fs the fast
desorption channel at 1300–1600 m s1 appears. The intensity
of this peak in the velocity distributions increases for longer
resonance lifetimes. Thus, a realistic resonance lifetime of the
wave packet on the excited state PES can be assessed to be

Fig. 10 Desorption probability as a function of the residence time for
the three-dimensional 3D(Z, y, X) (solid line) and 3D(Z, y, f) (dotdashed line), the 2D(Z, y) (dotted line), 2D(Z, X) (dashed line) and
1D(Z) (crossed line) wave packet study.
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greater than 24 fs, which is in agreement with previous
studies.5 Indeed, the chosen resonance lifetime of t = 48.4 fs
for our wave packet simulations could still be underestimated.
3.4.

Desorption probability

The desorption probability per excitation event is calculated as
the square norm of the desorbing part of the wave packet Cdes
Pdes (t;tn) = hCdes(t;tn)|Cdes(t;tn)i

(3.7)

Fig. 10 shows the desorption probability as a function of the
residence time tn for the discussed two 3D wave packet
simulations, two 2D wave packet simulations including the
desorption coordinate Z and either the polar angle y or the
lateral coordinate X and a 1D simulation in which only the
desorption coordinate Z was included.
After keeping all of the coordinates except the desorption
coordinate Z ﬁxed to the minimum energy conﬁguration the
desorption probability (crossed line in Fig. 10) is close to zero
for all residence times tn (e.g. Pdes(50 fs) = 103). Thus a 1D
treatment is not suﬃcient to describe the desorption process in
the NO–NiO(100) system. If Z and y are considered in the
simulations (dotted line), almost no desorption occurs for
residence times tn = 0–100 fs which are relevant for the
incoherent averaging scheme. Noticeable desorption is found
only for residence times greater than 100 fs. However, a
remarkable increase of the desorption probability is observed
in the 2D studies if the lateral coordinate X is included (dashed
line) instead of the polar angle y. In this case, the desorption
probability shows one small peak at tn E 60 fs followed by a
strong increase of the desorption probability for tn > 100 fs.
This again proves the importance of the lateral coordinate X.
The 3D(Z, y, f) simulation (dot-dashed line) shows similar
characteristics, whereas the ﬁrst peak at tn E 40 fs is more
pronounced and is followed by a strong increase at tn E 80 fs.
Finally, the 3D(Z, y, X) simulation (solid line) results in a high
desorption probability peak at tn E 60 fs followed by an
increase to almost 1.0 for tn > 90 fs. Since the gradients in the
azimuthal angle f are weak, we expect that a further increase
of dimensionality to four dimensions will only slightly change
the observed results for the 3D(Z, y, X) simulation (see also
discussion in section 3.2).

4. Conclusions
The theoretical quantitative and qualitative descriptions of the
bonding of NO on a NiO(100) surface and the corresponding
bond breaking during photodesorption of NO represents a
challenge to theory. In this study the system was treated
systematically from one to three dimensions on an ab initio
basis. For the photodesorption a two state model was applied
using the electronic ground state and a representative electronic excited state, where one electron is transferred from the
cluster to the NO molecule, resulting in an NO–NiO+
intermediate. It has been shown that a 1D treatment, where
only the desorption coordinate Z is considered, does not lead
to a successful desorption. Including the lateral coordinate X
results in a drastic increase in the desorption yield, since this
coordinate couples strongly to the other degrees of freedom.
However, a 2D treatment of the photodesorption process is
This journal is
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still not suﬃcient to describe the bimodal characteristics of the
experimentally observed velocity distributions.
Reasonable agreement with the experimental results and our
theoretical calculations could be obtained by a 3D wave
packet study including the desorption coordinate Z, the lateral
coordinate X and the polar angle y. The main experimental
features, i.e. the bimodal characteristics of the velocity distributions being calculated in the correct velocity range, could
be reproduced. For these simulations a resonance lifetime of t
= 48.4 fs for the NO–NiO+ intermediate was successfully
applied. In contrast to Bach et al.6,7 no ‘‘late’’ desorption
channel was observed in our calculations even though each
quantum trajectory was propagated until its desorption yield
converged (tf = 10 ps). This clearly indicates the necessity of
using ab initio PESs in the simulation of laser-induced
desorption of NO from a NiO(100) surface. Two discrepancies
from experiments have been observed: (1) the intensities of the
two desorption channels are reversed and (2) the velocity of
the fast desorption channel decreases with increasing J. These
discrepancies have to be addressed in further experimental and
theoretical investigations.
New physical insight into mechanisms at the microscopic
level has been obtained by identifying the origin of the
bimodality in the velocity distributions to be a splitting of
the wave packet in the lateral coordinate X on the electronically excited state PES into ‘‘fast’’ and ‘‘slow’’ parts.
For future investigations we will further increase the dimensionality of the quantum dynamical calculations to four
dimensions. Also, the explicit treatment of the experimental
laser excitation in combination with dissipative quantum
dynamics is currently under investigation, which should provide even more information.
We gratefully acknowledge ﬁnancial support by the
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (SPP1093) and thank
Dr S. Borowski for many valuable discussions.
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